
Anderson Wheeler .577 NE
Serial Number 15008

$45000.00$45000.00

DDESCRIPTIONESCRIPTION

Based on the unique Verney Carrone triple bite, rounded action with “mustached” shaped bolsters on the reinforced frame

(similar to an H&H style bolster but with a bead that extends to the bottom of the action). The action has two triggers, disk-set

stirkers, and a manual safety.

Action body and furniture are engraved in a traditional small English scroll with Maker’s name inlayed in gold inside owing

banners on each side of the action and “London” is engraved on the bottom. The color hardened action is brushed bright and

nished in the white (e.g. a “coin” nish) with case colors left visible on the water table.

The nicely gured and well laid out Turkish walnut stock with a full pistol grip, round cheekpiece with a  shadowline, tear drops,

and a 15 ¼” LOP over a leather covered recoil pad. The guard bow has a tang that extends to the traditional trap grip cap. The

stock oval is engraved with the initials: “C D”. Semi-beavertail forend has a push-rod release and both the forend and wrist of the

pistol grip have 28 LPI checkering with Mullered borders. The rear sling swivel stud is along the toe line of the butt stock and the

forward sling stud is mounted to the bottom of the barrels’ rib.

Chopper lump steel barrels with the unique triple-lump have a full length, solid rib that is smooth between the front and rear

sight. The quarter rib portion is slightly raised and engraved to match the receiver. Rear Express sight has 1 standing/2 folding

leaves the standing bar gold lined and each one engraved with their respective distance (50, 75, 100 yds).  The ramp foresight has a

combination day/night sight with a brass bead and a night sight that ips out of the way towards the muzzle in the H&H style.

The ri e weighs 15 lbs. 14 oz. and remains in as new condition.

SSPECIFICATIONPECIFICATION

LocationLocation US

MakeMake Anderson Wheeler

Calibre/GaugeCalibre/Gauge .577

ActionAction VC Triple Bite

TriggersTriggers 2

EjectorsEjectors Yes

Barrel LengthBarrel Length 24"

RibRib Quarter

ChamberChamber N/A

Choke RightChoke Right N/A

Choke LeftChoke Left N/A

StockStock Right Hand Cheekpiece

LOPLOP 15 1/4"

WeightWeight 14lbs 7oz.

CaseCase No Case

 



 


